All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec005}
============

It is increasingly accepted that the utility of therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) can be improved significantly by integrating the assayed drug concentrations into population and individualized clinical pharmacokinetic models. This can be optimized by using correct weighting of the data in making such models \[[@pone.0229873.ref001]--[@pone.0229873.ref004]\], enabling the maximally precise calculation of individual patient dosages using precision pharmacotherapy software. Because the correct weighting factor is proportional to 1/variance, all such models require reporting the standard deviation (SD) values \[not the coefficients of variation (CV%)\] corresponding to the measured drug levels. ([Fig 1](#pone.0229873.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0229873.ref005],[@pone.0229873.ref006]\].

![An overview of how therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) results can be integrated into clinical population and individual pharmacokinetic models on which individualized drug therapy is based.\
After the drug is administered (A), blood is drawn at specific times (B) and submitted for analysis to obtain time-concentration data with the aim of determining the subject's individual pharmacokinetic parameters. This can be done using, for instance, either parametric or nonparametric Bayesian analysis (C). An illustrative input pharmacokinetic model file of Pmetrics^™^, a nonparametric population modeling software suite \[[@pone.0229873.ref012]\], is shown (D). The coefficients of the assay error equation are included in the computer script under "\#Err". Ka, Ke, V and Tlag are notations for pharmacokinetic parameters. Line art images are uncopyrighted and were made available by the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, National Institutes of Health, United States at <https://www.niddk.nih.gov/news/media-library>.](pone.0229873.g001){#pone.0229873.g001}

Increasing evidence suggests that most bioanalytical assays are heteroscedastic, i.e. the SD varies in some way with the measured concentration \[[@pone.0229873.ref007],[@pone.0229873.ref008]\]. The relationship between SD and analyte concentration can be estimated quantitatively for each level measured by the analytical method. This approach was first proposed by Ekins et al for an assay of aldosterone, revisited by Sadler, and proposed as the experimentally quantified error term in both population pharmacokinetic (PK) modeling and Bayesian posterior models in individual patients by Jelliffe and Tahani \[[@pone.0229873.ref009]--[@pone.0229873.ref011]\]. The clinical value of quantifying the assay error as a function of the drug concentration has resulted in its incorporation into precision pharmacotherapy software suites employing nonparametric pharmacokinetic modeling, such as Pmetrics^™^ and BestDose^™^ \[[@pone.0229873.ref012],[@pone.0229873.ref013]\].

Based on studies conducted using automated clinical analyzers in the 1990's, unweighted second degree polynomial regression was proposed to characterize the assay precision profile, established by analyzing several replicates of real patient specimens \[[@pone.0229873.ref006],[@pone.0229873.ref011]\]. Recent advances show that the future of TDM is strongly linked to liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) \[[@pone.0229873.ref014]\]. As shown in practice on a voriconazole assay and on theoretical grounds, bioanalytical LC-MS/MS methods can be characterized by linear error patterns \[[@pone.0229873.ref006],[@pone.0229873.ref008]\].

In an effort to increase performance and decrease laboratory turnaround times and operational costs, automated clinical assays, including drug analysis, are typically performed without repeats. Therefore, the SD of the drug assay result, reported for further PK calculations, needs to be estimated. For this purpose, assay error equations (AEE's) can be easily used. AEE's are developed systematically, from zero concentration throughout the entire working range of the assay, by performing regression on the series of concentration-SD data pairs (i.e. the precision profile) with multiple measurements done over the widest measurable concentration range and enrolling several independent serum samples fortified with the analyte(s). Furthermore, an appropriate number of independent experiments is performed to include the inter-day variations of laboratory operation.

Although it has been advocated that using AEE's may extend the clinical utility of bioanalytical methods, to our knowledge, no systematic analysis has been published on the methodology of AEE development \[[@pone.0229873.ref015]\].

An appropriate AEE will significantly optimize the precision of parameter estimates in population and individual patient pharmacokinetic models. Currently, little attention is given to this issue, and CV% is still regarded generally as the primary measure of assay precision. Our aim is to present an approach to develop AEE's which allows the most precise calculation of the SD's for each result obtained in routine clinical LC-MS/MS drug assays. For this purpose we studied precision profiles using an in-house LC-MS/MS method developed for the analysis of carbamazepine (CBZ), fluconazole (FLU), lamotrigine (LAM) and levetiracetam (LEV) \[[@pone.0229873.ref002],[@pone.0229873.ref016],[@pone.0229873.ref017]\].

Materials and methods {#sec006}
=====================

Chemicals and solutions {#sec007}
-----------------------

CBZ, FLU, LAM, LEV (all \>99.5% pure), and their isotopically labeled analogs fluconazole-^2^H~4~ 98.0%, lamotrigine-^13^C~7~,^15^N 99.0%, and levetiracetam-^2^H~6~ 99.5% were purchased from Alsachim SAS (Ilkirch-Graffenstaden, France). Carbamazepine-^2^H~10~ 0.1 mg/mL in methanol solution (CBZ-ISS) was a certified reference material bought from Sigma-Aldrich Hungary Kft (Budapest, Hungary). LC-MS grade acetonitrile, methanol and water were obtained from Molar Chemicals Hungary Kft (Halásztelek, Hungary).

Stock solutions of the analytes were prepared in methanol and stored at -75 °C until use. The first series of stock solutions contained CBZ (CBZ-SS1), FLU (FLU-SS1), LAM (LAM-SS1) or LEV (LEV-SS1) at 4.006, 4.948, 4.080 or 3.974 mg/mL, respectively. The second series of stock solutions contained the analytes at 2.017 (CBZ-SS2), 2.014 (FLU-SS2), 1.987 (LAM-SS2) and 2.015 (LEV-SS2) mg/mL, respectively. The stock solutions of the internal standards fluconazole-^2^H~4~ (FLC-ISS), lamotrigine ^13^C~7~ (LAM-ISS) and levetiracetam ^2^H~6~ (LEV-ISS), prepared in methanol, contained the substances at 1.00 mg/mL. The internal standard solution (IS) contained carbamazepine-^2^H~10~ at 0.2 μg/mL as well as fluconazole-^2^H~4~, lamotrigine-^13^C~7~,^15^N, and levetiracetam-^2^H~6~ at 2 μg/mL in acetonitrile.

The analyte solution used in the carry-over experiment was prepared by spiking CBZ-SS1, FLU-SS1, LAM-SS1 and LEV-SS1, 5 μL each, to 980 μL methanol, and by adding 10 μL of the resulting mixture to 990 μL methanol-water (3:1, v/v).

Further solutions were used in the matrix factor study. The high-level matrix factor spiking solution (MF-H) was prepared by diluting CBZ-SS1, FLC-SS1, LAM-SS1 and LEV-SS1, 25 μL each, to 500 μL with methanol. The low-level matrix factor spiking solution (MF-L) was prepared by diluting 10 μL MF-H with 990 μL methanol. The internal standard spiking solution (MF-IS) was prepared by diluting CBZ-ISS, FLC-ISS, LAM-ISS and LEV-ISS, 90 μL each, to 1000 μL with methanol.

Serum specimens {#sec008}
---------------

All of our procedures were in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki. There was no interaction or intervention with human subjects in the framework of our study, and only leftover patient-related physical material was used. All employed serum specimens were irreversibly de-identified prior to making any manipulation or measurements related to our study on these specimens. Identifiable private information was not accessed by the authors. Due to these considerations and in line with effective regulations, no approval was sought from the Institutional Ethics Committee of Semmelweis University.

In this work, the word 'specimen' refers to unmanipulated blood or serum separated therefrom. 'Sample' is used for serum prepared, or manipulated by spiking the analytes, and then prepared for analysis. 'Sample set' is a batch of samples prepared from serum specimens, each of which had been obtained from a different individual. Human serum was obtained after blood had been drawn into 6-mL red-top native, serum-separator tubes in a standard phlebotomy process from in- and outpatients at various Departments of Semmelweis University (Budapest, Hungary), sent to the Central Laboratory (Pest), Department of Laboratory Medicine, Semmelweis University for routine diagnostic tests unrelated to our study, and by separating the serum by centrifugation (5366 x g, 10 min, cooled to +4 °C). The specimens employed in this study were leftover material which had undergone all ordered tests and were stored separately at 2--8 °C, allocated for disposal. All information displayed on the tubes and allowing patient identification were removed irreversibly at the Central Laboratory (Pest), and the tubes were given a numerical identifier for use in our study.

Candidate specimens were tested for hyperbilirubinemia, hyperlipidemia and hemolysis by establishing the lipemia-icterus-hemolysis index (LIH index, lipemic index) using a Beckman-Coulter clinical analyzer (Beckman Coulter Hungary, Budapest, Hungary) at Central Laboratory (Pest). Specimens with a positive LIH index were inspected visually for making judgement on which type of interference was dominant. Subsequently, specimens were frozen at -18 °C and transported in a frozen state to the Laboratory of Mass Spectrometry and Separation Technology, Department of Laboratory Medicine, Semmelweis University, for processing in the framework of this study. The absence of the analytes from the specimens was verified in preliminary experiments using the methodology described below.

Experimental design {#sec009}
-------------------

This study consisted of 3 experiments conducted on separate sets of human serum specimens of at least 2.0 mL in volume, all collected from different patients. Spiked specimens (i.e. samples) were stored at -75 °C until analysis. The specimens were not pooled before spiking. In both experiments 1 and 2, specimens with a positive LIH index (hyperbilirubinemic, hemolytic and lipemic, 6 of each) were selected, in addition to 6 specimens without these conditions (termed as "normal"). The total of 24 specimens were spiked with the analytes at 4 and 6 concentration levels in each (i.e. spiking levels) in experiments 1 and 2, respectively. Experiment 3 was carried out by spiking 24"normal" serum specimens to reach 10 different concentration levels for each analyte ([Fig 2](#pone.0229873.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Presentation of the experimental design.\
3 experiments were performed. The impact of sample size, the number of spiking levels and common interferences was assessed on "small" and"large" sample sets containing 6 and 20 samples, respectively, using a combinatorial approach. The final assay error equations were established by using all of the results obtained in the 3 experiments (N = 24 specimens/spiking level, M = 20 spiking levels+blank).](pone.0229873.g002){#pone.0229873.g002}

In each experiment, various regression equations were applied to characterize the precision profiles obtained on sets of 6 ("small" sample sets), as well as of 20 spiked serum specimens ("large" sample sets). To evaluate the results obtained in all possible combinations of the samples, the combination formula "N choose R": $\binom{N}{R} = \frac{N!}{N!\left( N - R! \right)}$, was employed, where N is the total number of samples included in an experimental set (N = 24 at each spiking level) and R is the number of samples in which the drug concentrations were evaluated to obtain the precision profiles (R = 6 and R = 20 for "small" and for "large" sample sets, respectively, at each spiking level). Consequently, in each experiment and for each type of regression, 134596 (when R = 6) and 10626 (when R = 20) sets of coefficients were obtained. The calculations were performed using the computer scripts provided in [S3 File](#pone.0229873.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The final AEE's, intended for use in developing pharmacokinetic models, were established by performing regression on the precision profiles established using each and every assay result obtained in the 3 independent experiments (N = 24 specimens at each spiking level, M = 20 spiking levels, [Fig 2](#pone.0229873.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

Preparation of serum calibrator and spiked independent samples {#sec010}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Separate calibrator series, consisting of 6 levels each, were prepared freshly for each experiment. Pooled serum previously screened for the absence of the investigated substances was used. [S1](#pone.0229873.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0229873.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables present details of the preparation and the analyte content of the calibrators and the spiked independent samples, respectively.

Sample preparation {#sec011}
------------------

Spiking of the analytes was performed by adding a small volume of the methanol solution of the analytes (i.e. the spiking volume) to the specimens, corresponding to ≤9.5% of the specimen volume.

Sample preparation was identical for all 4 analytes. 25 μL serum and 200 μL IS were pipetted onto a Phenomenex Impact^™^ 96-well protein precipitation plate (Gen-Lab Kft, Budapest, Hungary), which was shaken (1100 rpm, 10 min) on an Allsheng TMS-200 thermo shaker (Labex Kft, Budapest, Hungary). The supernatant was forced into a Brand^®^ 96-well deep well collection plate (Merck Kft, Budapest, Hungary) using a Phenomenex^®^ Presston 100 positive pressure manifold (Gen-Lab Kft, Budapest, Hungary) and nitrogen gas (5.0 purity, Messer Hungarogáz Kft, Budapest, Hungary). Then, a 25 μL-aliquot of the supernatant was transferred into another collection plate and 475 μL water-methanol (3:1, v/v) mixture was added. The entire procedure was performed at room temperature.

Analytical method {#sec012}
-----------------

Analysis was performed using a Shimadzu Nexera X2 ultra-performance liquid chromatograph consisting of two LC-30 pumps, a SIL-30AC autosampling unit and a CTO-20AC column thermostat coupled to a Shimadzu LCMS-8060 mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization source and operated with positive polarity. Integrated system control and data acquisition were conducted by the Shimadzu LabSolutions v5.89 software (Simkon Kft, Budapest, Hungary).

Chromatography was performed using a Phenomenex Kinetex XB-C18 50x2.1 mm (1.7 μm) analytical column kept at 40 °C and protected by a Phenomenex^®^ SecurityGuard Ultra C18 2.1x5 mm cartridge (Gen-Lab Kft, Budapest, Hungary). The mobile phases were water (A) and methanol (B), both containing 0.1% formic acid. The gradient program was 0 min: 30% B, 0.50 min: 30% B, 2.00 min: 90% B, 3.00 min: 90% B, 3.01 min: 30% B. The run time was 4.00 min. The sampler tray was cooled to 15 °C. 2-μL aliquots were injected.

The general mass spectrometer settings were as follows. Nebulizer gas: 3 L/min, heating gas: 12 L/min, drying gas: 6 L/min, interface temperature: 300 °C, desolvation line temperature: 250 °C, heat block temperature: 400 °C. The dwell time of each ion transition was 50 ms. Analyte-specific detection settings are shown in [Table 1](#pone.0229873.t001){ref-type="table"}. Each spiked serum specimen was tested in a single measurement.

10.1371/journal.pone.0229873.t001

###### Mass spectrometry settings applied for the quantitation of carbamazepine, fluconazole, lamotrigine and levetiracetam.

![](pone.0229873.t001){#pone.0229873.t001g}

  Analyte                                   Precursor ion   Product ion   Q1 bias (V)   Collision energy (V)   Q3 bias (V)   
  ----------------------------------------- --------------- ------------- ------------- ---------------------- ------------- -----
  Carbamazepine (retention time: 2.6 min)   target          236.9         193.1         -11                    -34           -20
  qualifier                                 237.0           179.1         -14           -36                    -19           
  internal standard target                  246.9           203.1         -11           -34                    -20           
  internal standard qualifier               246.9           174.1         -14           -36                    -19           
  Fluconazole (retention time: 1.9 min)     target          306.9         238.1         -14                    -17           -25
  qualifier                                 306.9           169.1         -15           -23                    -18           
  internal standard target                  310.9           242.1         -14           -17                    -25           
  internal standard qualifier               310.9           173.1         -15           -23                    -18           
  Lamotrigine (retention time: 1.4 min)     target          255.9         211.0         -25                    -26           -22
  qualifier                                 255.9           145.0         -23           -39                    -22           
  internal standard target                  263.9           218.0         -25           -26                    -22           
  internal standard qualifier               263.9           151.0         -23           -39                    -22           
  Levetiracetam (retention time: 0.9 min)   target          171.0         126.1         -18                    -15           -13
  qualifier                                 171.0           154.1         -25           -12                    -16           
  internal standard target                  177.0           132.1         -18           -15                    -13           
  internal standard qualifier               177.0           160.1         -25           -12                    -16           

Evaluation of analytical results {#sec013}
--------------------------------

The compounds of interest were identified by their ion transitions and retention times. Peak area ratios of the target ion transitions of analytes and internal standards were used for quantitative analysis. The 6-point calibration model was linear with 1/x^2^ weights, performed at the beginning of each batch run. In experiments 2 and 3, concentrations lower than the calibrated range were evaluated by single point calibration using the lowest level calibrator (0.403, 0.403, 0.397 and 0.403 μg/mL for CBZ, FLU, LAM and LEV, respectively).

Method validation {#sec014}
-----------------

Method validation was carried out according to the respective guideline on bioanalytical method validation issued by the European Medicines Agency \[[@pone.0229873.ref018]\]. Sample carry-over with respect to the signals of the analytes, the performance of the calibration curves, matrix factors, as well as accuracy and precision (the latter as the CV%) were evaluated. Since the aim of this work was to establish precision profiles using specimens spiked immediately before conducting the experiments, storage or freeze-thaw stability studies were not performed.

Sample carry-over was tested by injecting 2 μL of water-methanol (3:1, v/v) solutions containing CBZ, FLU, LAM and LEV at 200, 247, 204 and 198 ng/mL, respectively, 5 times, and by evaluating the areas of analyte and internal standard peaks potentially appearing in the ion chromatograms of blank solvents run in between.

Matrix effect was tested by evaluating matrix factors and the internal-standard corrected matrix factors in "normal", hyperbilirubinemic, hemolytic and lipemic specimens, 6 of each. Deproteinization was accomplished by diluting 25 μL blank specimen with 200 μL acetonitrile as described in the 'Sample preparation' section. 190 μL supernatant was transferred to a 2-mL Eppendorf tube and was spiked with 5 μL MF-H or MF-L, as well as with 5 μL MF-IS. 25 μL of the spiked supernatant was diluted with 475 μL water-methanol (3:1, v/v). Reference solutions were prepared by adding 5 μL MF-H or MF-L, as well as 5 μL MF-IS, to 200 μL acetonitrile-water (8:1, v/v) and diluting a 25-μL aliquot of this mixture with 475 μL water-methanol (3:1, v/v). The analyte content of the spiked supernatants corresponded to CBZ, FLU, LAM and LEV serum concentrations of 0.451, 0.557, 0.459 and 0.447 μg/mL in the low, as well as 45.1, 55.7, 45.9 and 44.7 μg/mL in the high level samples, respectively.

In this paper, the term „lower limit of quantification (LLOQ)" refers to the lowest concentration level of each calibration model, as set forth in \[[@pone.0229873.ref018]\] and not to the lowest level judged as quantifiable based on signal-to-noise ratios.

Development of AEE's by applying linear and nonlinear regression to the precision profiles {#sec015}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The performance of the AEE's was compared in terms of the differences between the experimentally determined SD's and the SD's estimated using (a) unweighted (ordinary) linear, (b) second- and (c) third-order least squares, (d) 1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares, and Theil's regression, with (e) and without (f) using the Siegel estimator \[[@pone.0229873.ref019],[@pone.0229873.ref020]\]. Theil's regression is a robust nonparametric median-based linear regression algorithm which uses Eqs ([1](#pone.0229873.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([2](#pone.0229873.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) \[[@pone.0229873.ref021]\]: $$slope = median\mspace{360mu}\left\lbrack \frac{\left. \left( SD \right._{j} - {SD}_{i} \right)}{\left( {{concentration}_{j} - {concentration}_{i}} \right)} \right\rbrack$$ $$intercept = median\mspace{360mu}\left( {{SD}_{i} - slope \bullet {concentration}_{i}} \right)$$ with M spiking levels. The estimated slope was obtained by first calculating the slopes of the lines connecting each i-th SD to all of the j-th SD's, where j\>i, i = 1...(M-1), and j = 2...M, and, second, by taking their median. Subsequently, the intercepts were calculated \[again, i = 1...(M-1)\], and their median was determined to obtain the estimate.

The Siegel estimator is a modification of Theil's regression which uses repeated medians as follows: $$â = median\left\lbrack \begin{matrix}
{median} \\
{i \neq j} \\
\end{matrix}\mspace{360mu}\frac{\left. \left( SD \right._{j} - {SD}_{i} \right)}{\left( {{concentration}_{j} - {concentration}_{i}} \right)} \right\rbrack$$ $$ĉ = median\left\lbrack \begin{matrix}
{median} \\
{i \neq j} \\
\end{matrix}\mspace{360mu}\frac{\left. \left( {concentration}_{j}SD \right._{i} - {{concentration}_{i}SD}_{j} \right)}{\left( {{concentration}_{j} - {concentration}_{i}} \right)} \right\rbrack$$ where *â* is the estimated slope and *ĉ* is the estimated intercept. One of the differences from Theil's original formula here is that the estimate of the slope is obtained by calculating the individual slopes of the lines connecting each i-th SD to all others (j\<i as well as j\>i, i = 1...M), recording the median of each i-th slope \[median(i≠j)\], and, after obtaining all individual medians, determining the overall median, i.e. the overall estimate of the slope. The calculation of the intercept is similarly performed in [Eq (4)](#pone.0229873.e005){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Theil's algorithm is frequently employed with modifications of Sen (referred to as Theil-Sen regression \[[@pone.0229873.ref022]\]). However, in this study Theil's original approach was applied.

The performance of the various regression approaches was evaluated by determining the sums of squared residuals normalized to those predicted by the regression algorithm (NSSR). NSSR is an unbiased estimator which retains the widely employed concept of judging the goodness of fit by calculating the residuals \[[Eq (5)](#pone.0229873.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"}\]: $$NSSR = {\sum_{i}^{M}\frac{\left( {{SD}_{observed,i} - {SD}_{predicted,i}} \right)^{2}}{{{SD}_{predicted,i}}^{2}}}$$

Computer scripts were written by the authors in the R environment (version 3.5.1) to perform the calculation of SD's, to generate and plot precision profiles, and to perform, as well as to evaluate and plot the results of the regression using algorithms (a)-(f) \[[@pone.0229873.ref023]\]. Theil's regression \[algorithms (e) and (f)\] was performed using the mblm() function of the 'mblm' package. Weighted and unweighted linear and nonlinear least squares were fitted using the lm() function of the 'stats' package. In each experiment and for each analyte, the medians and ranges of the regression coefficients were calculated. Plots were created using the 'ggplot2' package. The input files, created in comma-separated value (.csv) format using Microsoft Excel, contained the analytical results (nominal and measured concentrations obtained for each specimen at each spiking level, [S1](#pone.0229873.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0229873.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Files). An interactive website is under construction to make the procedure presented here available to interested professionals.

Results {#sec016}
=======

Method validation {#sec017}
-----------------

The analytical method described here allowed the selective and specific detection of the analytes in human serum specimens with conventional detection limits of 0.144 pg, 0.216 pg, 0.213 pg and 0.216 pg for CBZ, FLU, LAM and LEV, respectively. The retention times were 2.6, 1.9, 1.4 and 0.9 min, respectively. No sample carry-over was observed. Typical ion chromatograms and representative calibration plots are shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0229873.g003){ref-type="fig"}.

![Representative analytical data.\
Ion chromatograms of the analytes (left) and the internal standards (middle), and representative calibration curves (right) obtained in the experiments.](pone.0229873.g003){#pone.0229873.g003}

The performance of the calibration models used in the 3 independent experiments are shown in [Table 2](#pone.0229873.t002){ref-type="table"}. The intercepts were negligible and the differences of their means from zero was not significant, as evaluated by performing a one-sample Welch test (p = 0.4099, p = 0.3454, p = 0.2912 and p = 0.4188, respectively). All of the back-calculated concentrations of the calibration standards were accepted by applying the recommendations of \[[@pone.0229873.ref018]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0229873.t002

###### Performance of the calibration curves employed in this study.

![](pone.0229873.t002){#pone.0229873.t002g}

  Analyte                                        Characteristic   Experiment 1   Experiment 2   Experiment 3
  ---------------------------------------------- ---------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
  CBZ                                            Slope            0.312          0.306          0.316
  Intercept                                      -0.0742          -0.00177       0.000111       
  Determination coefficient                      0.998            0.999          0.991          
  Accuracies of back-calculated concentrations   95.8--105%       97.2--104%     92.2--115%     
  FLC                                            Slope            0.0288         0.0271         0.0327
  Intercept                                      -0.00751         -0.000101      -0.000976      
  Determination coefficient                      0.999            0.999          0.998          
  Accuracies of back-calculated concentrations   96.2--103%       98.0--103%     96.6--108%     
  LAM                                            Slope            0.0260         0.0303         0.0338
  Intercept                                      -0.00870         -0.000264      -0.00200       
  Determination coefficient                      0.9994           0.9998         0.9973         
  Accuracies of back-calculated concentrations   96.9--103%       98.6--102%     94.8--108%     
  LEV                                            Slope            0.0320         0.0356         0.0349
  Intercept                                      -0.00648         -0.0000157     -0.0000279     
  Determination coefficient                      0.9992           0.9996         0.9963         
  Accuracies of back-calculated concentrations   97.1--104%       97.4--102%     95.4--110%     

The accuracy of CBZ, FLU, LAM and LEV concentrations measured in the spiked serum samples ranged between 89.2--133%, 93.1--107%, 80.3--109% and 89.8--109% with CV% ranges of 2.51--17.7%, 2.96--16.6%, 2.19--17.0% and 1.79--11.4%, respectively ([Table 3](#pone.0229873.t003){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0229873.t003

###### Within-run accuracy and relative precision (expressed as the coefficient of variation) obtained for the analytes in spiked independent serum samples in the conducted experiments.

![](pone.0229873.t003){#pone.0229873.t003g}

  --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- -------------- -------- ------ ------
  Experiment number                       Spiking level                         Carbamazepine   Fluconazole                                                                                                                  
  Nominal analyte concentration (μg/mL)   Mean measured concentration (μg/mL)   Accuracy (%)    CV (%)          Nominal analyte concentration (μg/mL)   Mean measured concentration (μg/mL)   Accuracy (%)   CV (%)          
  1                                       1                                     3.02            2.71            89.8                                    9.12                                  1.24           1.20     96.2   6.57
  2                                       15.1                                  13.5            89.2            6.52                                    6.21                                  5.97           96.2     5.47   
  3                                       60.3                                  54.4            90.2            7.06                                    24.8                                  24.0           96.5     7.15   
  4                                       181                                   164             90.6            6.94                                    74.5                                  71.9           96.5     4.72   
  2                                       1                                     0.209           0.194           92.7                                    8.95                                  0.102          0.107    106    10.7
  2                                       0.419                                 0.407           97.2            10.3                                    0.203                                 0.209          103      13.3   
  3                                       2.09                                  2.00            95.7            6.84                                    1.02                                  0.969          95.4     6.91   
  4                                       8.38                                  8.96            107             7.28                                    4.07                                  4.19           103      5.40   
  5                                       16.8                                  18.4            110             6.06                                    8.13                                  8.58           105      5.30   
  6                                       33.5                                  37.5            112             5.09                                    16.3                                  17.4           107      5.01   
  3                                       1                                     0.0122          0.0159          133                                     17.7                                  0.0122         0.0118   97.1   16.6
  2                                       0.0243                                0.0293          120             8.16                                    0.0243                                0.0226         93.1     8.82   
  3                                       0.0486                                0.0588          118             8.53                                    0.0486                                0.0472         97.1     7.55   
  4                                       0.0972                                0.116           119             7.68                                    0.0972                                0.101          104      8.04   
  5                                       0.243                                 0.253           104             4.45                                    0.243                                 0.239          98.3     4.42   
  6                                       0.810                                 0.836           103             2.51                                    0.810                                 0.810          100      2.96   
  7                                       2.43                                  2.52            104             2.57                                    2.43                                  2.44           100      3.64   
  8                                       4.21                                  4.15            98.6            3.72                                    4.21                                  4.16           98.9     3.67   
  9                                       12.2                                  11.8            96.6            3.61                                    12.2                                  12.3           101      2.97   
  10                                      24.3                                  24.2            99.7            4.06                                    24.3                                  24.9           102      3.82   
  Experiment number                       Spiking level                         Lamotrigine     Levetiracetam                                                                                                                
  Nominal analyte concentration (μg/mL)   Mean measured concentration (μg/mL)   Accuracy (%)    CV (%)          Nominal analyte concentration (μg/mL)   Mean measured concentration (μg/mL)   Accuracy (%)   CV (%)          
  1                                       1                                     3.07            2.91            94.6                                    7.43                                  2.49           2.24     89.8   8.21
  2                                       15.4                                  14.6            94.7            5.97                                    12.5                                  10.6           93.3     5.87   
  3                                       61.4                                  58.1            94.5            7.36                                    49.9                                  46.8           93.8     6.14   
  4                                       184                                   174             94.6            5.15                                    150                                   141            94.1     5.88   
  2                                       1                                     0.251           0.202           80.3                                    6.76                                  0.208          0.203    97.8   8.36
  2                                       0.503                                 0.416           82.8            8.76                                    0.416                                 0.408          98.3     8.25   
  3                                       2.51                                  2.06            82.0            4.27                                    2.08                                  1.94           93.4     6.46   
  4                                       10.1                                  9.33            92.7            5.29                                    8.31                                  8.27           99.5     4.84   
  5                                       20.1                                  19.9            98.8            4.55                                    16.6                                  16.7           101      4.48   
  6                                       40.2                                  41.5            103             4.11                                    33.2                                  33.1           99.4     4.35   
  3                                       1                                     0.0120          0.0123          103                                     17.0                                  0.0486         0.0528   109    11.4
  2                                       0.0239                                0.0233          97.3            10.8                                    0.0971                                0.0997         103      8.33   
  3                                       0.0478                                0.0479          99.8            10.0                                    0.194                                 0.198          102      7.31   
  4                                       0.0956                                0.104           109             8.68                                    0.388                                 0.406          105      7.11   
  5                                       0.239                                 0.240           100             3.82                                    0.971                                 1.00           103      3.81   
  6                                       0.797                                 0.807           101             2.87                                    3.24                                  3.27           101      2.22   
  7                                       2.39                                  2.44            102             2.24                                    9.71                                  9.61           98.9     2.63   
  8                                       4.14                                  4.16            101             2.50                                    16.8                                  16.46          98.0     2.25   
  9                                       12.0                                  12.3            103             2.19                                    48.5                                  48.4           99.8     1.79   
  10                                      23.9                                  24.7            103             3.42                                    97.1                                  91.4           94.2     5.88   
  --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- -------------- -------- ------ ------

CV%: coefficient of variation.

The results of the matrix factor experiments did not show the suppression or enhancement of the ionization of the analytes or the internal standards in the "normal", hyperbilirubinemic, hemolytic or lipemic samples. The matrix factors ranged between 98.1--111%, and the internal standard-corrected matrix factors were 98.9--114% ([S3 Table](#pone.0229873.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Combinatorial evaluation of precision profiles in experiments 1--3 {#sec018}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The medians and ranges of the linear coefficients of the AEE's established by performing regression on SD's obtained in sets of R = 6 or R = 20 serum samples are shown in [Table 4](#pone.0229873.t004){ref-type="table"}. These medians (but not the ranges) showed good agreement regardless of the regression algorithm or the experimental setup applied. In addition, sample size (R) caused negligible differences between the medians of the linear coefficients obtained using the same regression algorithm. The medians of the SD's obtained in experiment 3 conducted with „normal" serum specimens were lower than those obtained in experiments 1 and 2.

10.1371/journal.pone.0229873.t004

###### Medians and ranges of linear and constant coefficients of carbamazepine, fluconazole, lamotrigine and levetiracetam assay error equations obtained by developing precision profiles for all combinations of 6 or 20 samples in the three experiments conducted.

\(a\) unweighted linear least squares regression, (b) unweighted 2^nd^-order least squares polynomial regression, (c) unweighted 3^rd^-order least squares polynomial regression, (d) 1/x^2^-weighted least squares linear regression, (e) Theil's regression, (f) Theil's regression using the Siegel estimator. 3^rd^-order least squares regression was not applied in experiment 1 due to the small number of spiking levels (M = 4). (A) Linear coefficients. High/low, ratio of the highest and the lowest linear coefficients obtained in the combinatorial calculation of SD's and, subsequently, assay error equations in each experimental setup. ND, not determined. (B) Constant coefficients (intercepts). ND, not determined. NNI, percentage proportions of non-negative intercepts obtained in the combinatorial calculation of SD's and, subsequently, assay error equations in each experimental setup.

![](pone.0229873.t004){#pone.0229873.t004g}

  ---------------------- ---------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------- ------
  **(A)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  regression algorithm   spiking levels   samples/level               Carbamazepine              Fluconazole                 Lamotrigine                 levetiracetam                                                                                                     
  median (range)         high/low         median (range)              high/low                   median (range)              high/low                    median (range)              high/low                                                                              
  \(a\)                  4                6                           0.0636 (0.0089--0.1353)    15.1                        0.0390 (0.0065--0.0875)     13.4                        0.0431 (0.0038--0.0967)     25.2                          0.0564 (0.0080--0.1090)     13.6
  4                      20               0.0703 (0.0392--0.0763)     1.95                       0.0492 (0.0266--0.0522)     1.96                        0.0542 (0.0331--0.0576)     1.74                        0.0605 (0.0368--0.06466)      1.76                        
  6                      6                0.0473 (0.0047--0.0846)     18.0                       0.0454 (0.0073--0.0856)     11.8                        0.0350 (0.0070--0.0758)     10.8                        0.0425 (0.0059--0.0755)       12.8                        
  6                      20               0.0528 (0.0335--0.0564)     1.69                       0.0513 (0.0277--0.0544)     1.96                        0.0426 (0.0256--0.0453)     1.77                        0.0436 (0.0259--0.0468)       1.81                        
  10                     6                0.0383 (0.0050--0.0680)     13.7                       0.0355 (0.0033--0.0613)     18.4                        0.0317 (0.0045--0.0521)     11.7                        0.0518 (0.0085--0.0784)       9.22                        
  10                     20               0.0403 (0.0295--0.0439)     1.49                       0.0373 (0.0240--0.0397)     1.65                        0.0323 (0.0246--0.0352)     1.43                        0.0524 (0.0431--0.0566)       1.31                        
  \(b\)                  4                6                           0.0633 (-0.0269--0.1847)   ND                          0.0756 (-0.0136--0.1896)    ND                          0.0818 (-0.0163--0.2146)    ND                            0.0641 (-0.0332--0.1123)    ND
  4                      20               0.0731 (0.0238--0.0896)     3.76                       0.0888 (0.0418--0.0989)     2.36                        0.0989 (0.0416--0.1111)     2.67                        0.0626 (0.0422--0.0712)       1.69                        
  6                      6                0.0615 (-0.0219--0.1307)    ND                         0.0551 (-0.0116--0.1090)    ND                          0.0506 (-0.0166--0.0999)    ND                          0.0453 (-0.0236--0.1001)      ND                          
  6                      20               0.0641 (0.0413--0.0770)     1.86                       0.0548 (0.0417--0.0673)     1.61                        0.0506 (0.0380--0.0623)     1.64                        0.0453 (0.0310--0.0587)       1.90                        
  10                     6                0.0304 (-0.0203--0.0948)    ND                         0.0173 (-0.0207--0.0690)    ND                          0.0099 (-0.0203--0.0444)    ND                          -0.0139 (-0.0545--0.0363)     ND                          
  10                     20               0.0322 (0.0126--0.0445)     3.53                       0.0260 (0.0046--0.0318)     6.87                        0.0126 (0.0028--0.0196)     6.91                        -0.0139 (-0.0230 - -0.0042)   ND                          
  \(c\)                  4                6                           Not evaluated                                                                                                                                                                                        
  4                      20               Not evaluated                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  6                      6                0.0462 (-0.1053--0.1705)    ND                         0.0507 (-0.0602--0.1676)    ND                          0.0613(-0.0678--0.1676)     ND                          0.0541 (-0.0615--0.1572)      ND                          
  6                      20               0.04579(0.0084--0.0787)     9.36                       0.0549 (0.0129--0.0726)     5.63                        0.0605 (0.0238--0.0883)     3.71                        0.0580 (0.0226--0.0750)       3.31                        
  10                     6                0.0301 (-0.0209--0.0823)    ND                         0.0364 (-0.0020--0.0784)    ND                          0.0260 (-0.0088--0.0572)    ND                          0.0334 (0.0007--0.0597)       82.5                        
  10                     20               0.0324 (0.0170--0.0422)     2.49                       0.0431 (0.0264--0.0490)     1.85                        0.0268 (0.0169--0.0344)     2.04                        0.0337 (0.0250--0.0413)       1.66                        
  \(d\)                  4                6                           0.0702 (0.0334--0.1115)    3.34                        0.0551 (0.0167--0.1034)     6.21                        0.0612 (0.0198--0.1119)     5.64                          0.0611 (0.0029--0.1001)     3.50
  4                      20               0.0733 (0.0611--0.0793)     1.30                       0.0585 (0.0404--0.0642)     1.59                        0.0650 (0.0480--0.0711)     1.48                        0.0654 (0.0522--0.0669)       1.28                        
  6                      6                0.0657 (0.0291--0.0979)     3.36                       0.0686 (0.0232--0.1167)     5.04                        0.0516 (0.0268--0.0805)     3.01                        0.0563 (0.0212--0.0842)       3.98                        
  6                      20               0.0687 (0.0598--0.0733)     1.23                       0.0742 (0.0524--0.0803)     1.53                        0.0554 (0.0469--0.0589)     1.26                        0.0601 (0.0507--0.0642)       1.27                        
  10                     6                0.0594 (0.0332--0.0797)     2.40                       0.0585 (0.0288--0.0903)     3.13                        0.0220 (-0.0470--0.0709)    ND                          0.0476 (0.0252--0.0665)       2.63                        
  10                     20               0.0608 (0.0562--0.0652)     1.16                       0.0614 (0.0524--0.0656)     1.25                        0.0113 (0.0038--0.0414)     10.8                        0.0483 (0.0427--0.0525)       1.23                        
  \(e\)                  4                6                           0.0641 (0.0177--0.1213)    6.87                        0.0508 (0.0095--0.1044)     11.0                        0.0544 (0.0127--0.1045)     8.23                          0.0581 (0.0148--0.1021)     6.90
  4                      20               0.0695 (0.0469--0.0764)     1.63                       0.0534 (0.0375--0.0596)     1.59                        0.0568 (0.0408--0.0624)     1.53                        0.0603 (0.0432--0.0648)       1.50                        
  6                      6                0.0527 (0.0097--0.0920)     9.51                       0.0526 (0.0143--0.0849)     5.95                        0.0423 (0.0121--0.0712)     5.87                        0.0459 (0.0120--0.0783)       6.53                        
  6                      20               0.0562 (0.0411--0.0644)     1.57                       0.0527 (0.0378--0.0576)     1.53                        0.0444 (0.0324--0.0483)     1.49                        0.0454 (0.0353--0.0499)       1.41                        
  10                     6                0.0348 (0.0114--0.0573)     5.05                       0.0310 (0.0098--0.0602)     6.16                        0.0253 (0.0087--0.0418)     4.81                        0.0260 (0.0108--0.0460)       4.24                        
  10                     20               0.0376 (0.0298--0.0403)     1.35                       0.0374 (0.0239--0.0398)     1.66                        0.0247 (0.0204--0.0276)     1.35                        0.0260 (0.0208--0.0283)       1.36                        
  \(f\)                  4                6                           0.0667 (0.0240--0.1174)    4.90                        0.0520 (0.0138--0.1058)     7.68                        0.0573 (0.0170--0.1083)     6.39                          0.0587 (0.0230--0.1012)     4.41
  4                      20               0.0703 (0.0517--0.0764)     1.48                       0.0575 (0.0393--0.0625)     1.59                        0.0632 (0.0455--0.0684)     1.50                        0.0599 (0.0493--0.0651)       1.32                        
  6                      6                0.0585 (0.0237--0.0928)     3.92                       0.0551 (0.0160--0.0901)     5.61                        0.0465 (0.0189--0.0711)     3.76                        0.0496 (0.0197--0.0786)       3.99                        
  6                      20               0.0588 (0.0465--0.0659)     1.42                       0.0536 (0.0436--0.0605)     1.39                        0.0474 (0.0399--0.0519)     1.30                        0.0523 (0.0395--0.0562)       1.42                        
  10                     6                0.0364 (0.0105--0.0616)     5.85                       0.0331 (0.0110--0.0620)     5.59                        0.0265 (0.0093--0.0460)     4.95                        0.0320 (0.0122--0.0622)       5.12                        
  10                     20               0.0380 (0.0331--0.0411)     1.24                       0.0380 (0.0244--0.0403)     1.65                        0.0256 (0.0230--0.0281)     1.22                        0.0403 (0.0246--0.0444)       1.81                        
  **(B)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  regression algorithm   spiking levels   samples/level               carbamazepine              fluconazole                 lamotrigine                 levetiracetam                                                                                                     
  median (range)         NNI (%)          median (range)              NNI (%)                    median (range)              NNI (%)                     median (range)              NNI (%)                                                                               
  \(a\)                  4                6                           0.0230 (-1.203--1.1617)    51.8                        0.1180 (-0.3171--0.5861)    80.6                        0.3336 (-0.7953--1.6524)    79.0                          0.0638 (-0.9038--0.7575)    61.7
  4                      20               0.0025 (-0.3535--0.4951)    51.1                       0.1342 (-0.0183--0.2558)    99.8                        0.3599 (-0.0597--0.6877)    99.8                        0.0343 (-0.1064--0.3030)      76.7                        
  6                      6                0.0252 (-0.1104--0.1743)    68.4                       0.0112 (-0.0482--0.0807)    70.6                        0.0399 (-0.1107--0.1794)    69.1                        0.0195 (-0.1177--0.1421)      66.4                        
  6                      20               0.0256 (-0.0030--0.0845)    99.9                       0.0129 (-0.0007--0.0426)    \>99.9                      0.0249 (0.0083--0.0872)     100                         0.0196 (-0.0055--0.0731)      99.7                        
  10                     6                -0.0068 (-0.0518--0.0417)   33.0                       -0.0381 (-0.0051--0.0281)   32.6                        -0.0109 (-0.0409--0.0263)   16.4                        -0.1693 (-0.3350--0.0692)     0.491                       
  10                     20               -0.0075 (-0.0164--0.0079)   4.12                       -0.0042 (-0.0137--0.0041)   3.92                        -0.0103 (-0.0161--0.0001)   0.00                        -0.1720 (-0.1966 - -0.1217)   0.00                        
  \(b\)                  4                6                           0.0141 (-0.6640--0.6228)   52.6                        -0.0394 (-0.2466--0.1763)   24.7                        -0.1046 (-0.6713--0.4679)   29.1                          -0.0101 (-0.3010--0.4728)   46.6
  4                      20               -0.0045 (-0.1500--0.2355)   46.2                       -0.0562 (-0.1005--0.0184)   1.09                        -0.1733 (-0.2661--0.0563)   1.68                        0.0110 (-0.0828--0.8615)      68.6                        
  6                      6                0.0036 (-0.0827--0.0946)    55.5                       0.0062 (-0.0299--0.0430)    73.3                        0.0037 (-0.0704--0.0911)    56.0                        0.0138 (-0.0536--0.0808)      77.0                        
  6                      20               0.0014 (-0.0135--0.0280)    61.3                       0.0084 (-0.0009--0.0154)    \>99.9                      0.0055 (-0.0101--0.0263)    85.9                        0.0160 (0.0017--0.0317)       100                         
  10                     6                0.0006 (-0.0330--0.0305)    52.5                       0.0079 (-0.0087--0.0234)    94.1                        0.0097 (-0.0098--0.0259)    87.1                        0.0806 (-0.0221--0.1633)      99.9                        
  10                     20               0.0003 (-0.0065--0.0110)    54.9                       0.0072 (0.0046--0.0127)     100                         0.0083 (0.0056--0.0142)     100                         0.0812 (0.0612--0.1029)       100                         
  \(c\)                  4                6                           not evaluated                                                                                                                                                                                        
  4                      20               not evaluated                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  6                      6                0.0142 (-0.0557--0.0878)    75.5                       0.0085 (-0.0235--0.0331)    79.3                        -0.0045 (-0.0797--0.0704)   41.4                        0.0081 (-0.0446--0.0538)      68.3                        
  6                      20               0.0149 (0.0008--0.0319)     100                        0.0085 (0.0010--0.0172)     100                         -0.0029 (-0.0162--0.0165)   26.8                        0.0074 (-0.0018--0.0225)      99.6                        
  10                     6                0.0007 (-0.0085--0.0106)    58.0                       0.0001 (-0.0069--0.0078)    51.9                        0.0026 (-0.0052--0.0112)    83.3                        0.0013 (-0.0218--0.0296)      56.1                        
  10                     20               0.0003 (-0.0011--0.0037)    70.4                       0.0001 (-0.0014--0.0028)    62.6                        0.0026 (0.0007--0.0051)     100                         0.0022 (-0.0043--0.0108)      89.1                        
  \(d\)                  4                6                           0.0060 (0.0006--0.0109)    100                         0.0011 (0.0000--0.0029)     100                         0.0010 (0.0006--0.0110)     100                           0.0028 (0.0004--0.0054)     100
  4                      20               0.0063 (0.0039--0.0068)     100                        0.0016 (0.0008--0.0017)     100                         0.0010 (0.0006--0.0011)     100                         0.0029 (0.0020--0.0032)       100                         
  6                      6                0.0007 (0.0000--0.0016)     100                        0.0014 (0.0009--0.0015)     100                         0.0005 (0.0000--0.0008)     99.8                        0.0005 (0.0000--0.0009)       100                         
  6                      20               0.0008 (0.0004--0.0009)     100                        0.0014 (0.0010--0.0015)     100                         0.0005 (0.0004--0.0006)     100                         0.0006 (0.0004--0.0006)       100                         
  10                     6                0.0001 (0.0000--0.0002)     100                        0.0001 (0.0000--0.0001)     100                         0.0018 (0.0001--0.0062)     100                         0.0006 (0.0001--0.0022)       100                         
  10                     20               0.0001 (0.0000--0.0001)     100                        0.0001 (0.0000--0.0001)     100                         0.0033 (0.0012--0.0034)     100                         0.0012 (0.0005--0.0012)       100                         
  \(e\)                  4                6                           0.0073 (-0.2136--0.3109)   88.2                        0.0024 (-0.0701--0.0874)    82.1                        0.0033 (-0.1579--0.2144)    85.5                          0.0038 (-0.1777--0.2662)    84.6
  4                      20               0.0065 (-0.0180--0.1319)    99.9                       0.0060 (-0.0146--0.0220)    98.0                        0.0219 (-0.0107--0.0732)    99.7                        0.0045 (-0.0006--0.0959)      \>99.9                      
  6                      6                0.0048 (-0.0183--0.0477)    95.0                       0.0043 (-0.0060--0.0303)    98.4                        0.0036 (-0.0180--0.0555)    92.9                        0.0046 (-0.0153--0.0367)      97.7                        
  6                      20               0.0064 (0.0006--0.0223)     100                        0.0058 (0.0014--0.0184)     100                         0.0059 (0.0005--0.0097)     100                         0.0082 (0.0006--0.0171)       100                         
  10                     6                0.0012 (-0.0007--0.0044)    \>99.9                     0.0014 (-0.0006--0.0041)    99.8                        0.0021 (0.0003--0.0063)     100                         0.0040 (0.0003--0.0114)       100                         
  10                     20               0.0013 (0.0001--0.0019)     100                        0.0015 (0.0009--0.0019)     100                         0.0030 (0.0014--0.0039)     100                         0.0056 (0.0029--0.0067)       100                         
  \(f\)                  4                6                           0.0292 (-0.6368--0.6026)   71.5                        0.0017 (-0.1590--0.1824)    57.2                        0.0141 (-0.4067--0.4505)    64.6                          0.0203 (-0.1064--0.0862)    68.6
  4                      20               0.0268 (-0.1558--0.1669)    79.7                       0.0060 (-0.0168--0.0233)    90.1                        0.0223 (-0.0268--0.0711)    99.2                        0.0252 (-0.1003--0.1079)      87.8                        
  6                      6                0.0061 (-0.0615--0.0854)    89.5                       0.0050 (-0.0285--0.0424)    95.4                        0.0043 (-0.0760--0.0743)    83.4                        0.0066 (-0.0504--0.0764)      93.5                        
  6                      20               0.0124 (-0.0059--0.0415)    \>99.9                     0.0114 (0.0084--0.0226)     100                         0.0108 (0.0014--0.0187)     100                         0.0126 (0.0020--0.0372)       100                         
  10                     6                0.0013 (-0.0016--0.0060)    99.8                       0.0015 (-0.0016--0.0057)    99.5                        0.0021 (-0.0007--0.0065)    \>99.9                      0.0051 (-0.0033--0.0212)      \>99.9                      
  10                     20               0.0013 (0.0005--0.0022)     100                        0.0015 (0.0006--0.0023)     100                         0.0033 (0.0021--0.0036)     100                         0.0058 (0.0028--0.0114)       100                         
  ---------------------- ---------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------- ------

When linear regression \[algorithms (a), (d), (e) or (f)\] was applied, the ratios of the highest/lowest linear coefficients ([Table 4A](#pone.0229873.t004){ref-type="table"}, 'high/low' values) obtained for CBZ, FLU, LAM and LEV were \<18.0, \<18.4, \<25.2 and \<13.6, respectively, in the "small", and \<1.96, \<1.95, \<10.8 and \<1.81, respectively, in the "large" sample sets. These data show that the variability of the linear coefficients (slopes) of the linear assay error equations dropped by approximately tenfold when the number of independent samples assayed at each spiking level was increased from 6 to 20. In one experimental setup (experiment 3, M = 10, R = 6), 1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares regression \[algorithm (d)\] performed on LAM yielded negative linear coefficients in 24.4% of the sample combinations, and, for the "large" sample set of the same experiment (M = 10, R = 20), a highest/lowest linear coefficient ratio of 10.8, which exceeded dramatically those obtained in all other experimental setups with "large" sample sets (1.16--1.59).

The ranges of the calculated constant coefficients (intercepts) of the assay error equations, which correspond to the estimated SD's of the blanks, are presented in [Table 4B](#pone.0229873.t004){ref-type="table"}. The proportion of *negative* intercepts observed within "small" and "large" sample sets were 19.4--99.5% and 0--100% \[algorithm (a)\], 0.1--75.3% and 0--98.8% \[algorithm (b)\], 16.7--48.6% and 0--73.2% \[algorithm (c)\], 0--17.9% and 0--2.0% \[algorithm (e)\], further, \<0.1--42.8% and 0--20.3% \[algorithm(f)\]. Increasing the size of the sample set typically, but not always, improved the proportion of non-negative intercepts, regardless of the regression algorithm applied. Unweighted linear least squares regression \[algorithm (a)\] gave rise to unacceptably large proportions of negative intercepts, except for a single experimental setup (M = 6, R = 20). On the contrary, all intercepts were non-negative when 1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares regression\[algorithm (d)\] was performed, regardless of the number of samples and spiking levels \[except for a single case with LAM (M = 6, R = 6)\], or when Theil's regression \[algorithms (e) and (f)\] was applied to "large" sample sets, using 6 or 10 spiking levels (with a single negative intercept recorded for CBZ, M = 6).

Considering nonlinear regression, proportions of non-negative intercepts exceeding 99.9% were obtained by applying 2^nd^-order polynomial regression \[algorithm (b)\] only for FLU and LEV in the "large" sample sets, and when 6 or 10 spiking levels were used. Further cases with acceptable proportions of non-negative intercept were recorded with FLU (94.1%) and LEV (99.9%) in "small" sample sets when 10 spiking levels were employed. These proportions were unacceptably large in all other cases.

The results obtained with 3^rd^-order polynomial regression were inconsistent, with an unacceptably large proportion of negative intercepts recorded for all (M = 6 or 10, R = 6) or most (M = 10, R = 20) assayed drugs. In a single setup (M = 6, R = 20), 99.6--100% of the experiments with 3 of the 4 drugs gave rise to non-negative intercepts.

Evaluation of the final precision profiles {#sec019}
------------------------------------------

The final precision profiles and the fitted AEE's are shown in Figs [4](#pone.0229873.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone.0229873.g005){ref-type="fig"}. The summarizing data of the AEE's and the NSSR values indicating the goodness of fit are presented in [Table 5](#pone.0229873.t005){ref-type="table"} (individual predicted SD's are provided in [S4](#pone.0229873.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S7](#pone.0229873.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). None of the linear regression algorithms yielded negative linear coefficients. Negative constant coefficients (intercepts), however, were obtained for CBZ, LAM and LEV using unweighted linear \[algorithm (a)\], and, for CBZ, FLU and LAM using unweighted 2^nd^-order polynomial least squares regression \[algorithm (b), [Table 5](#pone.0229873.t005){ref-type="table"}\]. Based on the NSSR values, superior linear fits were obtained when the AEE's were established using Theil's regression with or without the Siegel estimator (2.492--25.66 and 2.197--24.28, respectively). 1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares and unweighted 3^rd^-order nonlinear regression demonstrated similar performance (NSSR = 9.021--23.11 and 4.234--10.86, respectively). Unweighted linear and 2^nd^-order least squares regression, on the other hand, were far less suitable, as their NSSR's ranged between 3.288--3782 and 15.88--49848, respectively.

![Regression plots obtained by applying various regression algorithms to the precision profiles of carbamazepine, fluconazole, lamotrigine and levetiracetam and by using all of the serum specimens (N = 24) and spiking levels (M = 20+blank) of the 3 experiments.\
Each data point displays the standard deviation of the assay results. Green line: Theil's regression, black line: unweighted linear least squares, blue line: 1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares, red curve: unweighted 2^nd^-order least squares, orange curve: unweighted 3^rd^-order least squares regression. See [Table 5](#pone.0229873.t005){ref-type="table"} for a detailed evaluation.](pone.0229873.g004){#pone.0229873.g004}

![Accuracy of the prediction of SD's by applying various regression algorithms to the final precision profiles of (A) carbamazepine, (B) fluconazole, (C) lamotrigine and (D) levetiracetam (M = 20 spiking levels+blank, N = 24 specimens/spiking level).\
Red lines indicate perfect (100%) agreement between predicted and experimentally determined SD's. Insets show results for concentration ranges in which the inaccuracy of the predictions was on the same scale. The applied regression methods are (a) unweighted linear least squares, (b) unweighted 2^nd^-order least squares, (c) unweighted 3^rd^-order least squares, (d) 1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares, (e) Theil's regression, (f) Theil's regression with the Siegel estimator.](pone.0229873.g005){#pone.0229873.g005}

10.1371/journal.pone.0229873.t005

###### Regression equations and the normalized sums of squared residuals obtained applying various regression algorithms to the combined results of the 3 experiments performed on carbamazepine, fluconazole, lamotrigine and levetiracetam (N = 24 specimens/spiking level, M = 20 spiking levels+blank).

![](pone.0229873.t005){#pone.0229873.t005g}

                                                     carbamazepine                                           fluconazole                                           lamotrigine                                               levetiracetam
  -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
  regression equations                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  unweighted linear least squares                    y = - 0.1019 + 0.0692x                                  y = 0.007963 + 0.04816x                               y = - 0.02029 + 0.05383x                                  y = - 0.1389 + 0.05711x
  unweighted 2^nd^ degree least squares polynomial   y = - 0.04192 + 0.05999x + 0.00005414x^2^               y = - 0.0001215 + 0.05402x - 0.0000872x^2^            y = - 0.01097 + 0.06685x - 0.00007571x^2^                 y = 0.0102636 + 0.03936x + 0.0001376x^2^
  unweighted 3^rd^ degree least squares polynomial   y = 0.03590 + 0.03182x + 0.0008160x2--0.000003368x^3^   y = 0.01932 + 0.02799x + 0.001470x2--0.00001631x^3^   y = 0.06309 + 0.003122x + 0.001601x^2^--0.000007272x^3^   y = 0.06295 + 0.01799x + 0.0006362x^2^--0.000002445x^3^
  1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares               y = 0.001645 + 0.040093x                                y = 0.001567 + 0.04267x                               y = 0.002221 + 0.032688x                                  y = 0.005912 + 0.030379x
  Theil's linear                                     y = 0.001423 + 0.058411x                                y = 0.002558 + 0.04894x                               y = 0.001511 + 0.04483x                                   y = 0.004113 + 0.05199x
  Theil's linear with Siegel estimator               y = 0.001459 + 0.056877x                                y = 0.003714 + 0.05145x                               y = 0.002215 + 0.04562x                                   y = 0.005305 + 0.054723x
  normalized sums of squared residuals                                                                                                                                                                                       
  unweighted linear least squares                    20.87                                                   3.288                                                 55.59                                                     3782
  unweighted 2^nd^ degree least squares polynomial   28.92                                                   49848                                                 15.88                                                     186.39
  unweighted 3^rd^ degree least squares polynomial   6.829                                                   4.234                                                 10.86                                                     7.400
  1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares               23.11                                                   11.00                                                 9.118                                                     9.021
  Theil's linear                                     25.66                                                   3.648                                                 7.829                                                     2.492
  Theil's linear with Siegel estimator               24.28                                                   3.051                                                 4.271                                                     2.197

Discussion {#sec020}
==========

The present work was conducted to provide a new methodology for the estimation of numeric SD values for each concentration level obtained in clinical LC-MS/MS drug assays. This methodology is of importance as maximally useful clinical pharmacokinetic models employed for accomplishing optimal patient care require the use of the SD reasonably associated with each assay result instead of the coefficient of variation.

As a major difference from earlier works where assay error polynomials were evaluated by running patient specimens submitted for TDM in replicates \[[@pone.0229873.ref011],[@pone.0229873.ref015]\], in this study, multiple independent blank human serum specimens were spiked with the analytes at known levels and evaluated in a single run. Because patient samples are typically assayed in a single measurement in routine diagnostics, along with the technical difficulties of presenting samples to cover the entire assayed concentration range, and with the lack of knowledge of nominal analyte concentrations in the real samples, we propose that the presented approach is more feasible and correct for the development of AEE's. An additional benefit is that this approach can be applied in parallel with experiments performed to establish method accuracy and precision, allowing AEE's to become a tool of method performance evaluation and part of the validation process.

Measures were taken to simulate special clinical situations. In experiments 1 and 2, 75% of the serum specimens employed had a positive lipemia-icterus-hemolysis (LIH) index, a condition frequently encountered and likely to interfere with assay performance. In experiment 1, a proportion of the spiking levels would be considered as supratherapeutic according to the widely considered therapeutic concentration ranges. In experiment 2 and 3, some of the spiking levels were lower than the lowest level calibrator and would therefore not be reported by most clinical laboratories.

The number of samples in the "small" sample sets was selected to make it equal to that recommended as a minimum by the bioanalytical method validation guideline of the European Medicines Agency \[[@pone.0229873.ref018]\]. The number of samples in the "large" sample sets was chosen to allow a low fractional error of the estimate of the SD while still providing us with a sufficiently large number of combinations of samples. This was based on the work of Ahn and Fessler who described the relationship between the error of the estimated assay SD and the number of specimens as $\frac{\sigma_{R}S}{\sigma} \approx \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\left( R - 1 \right)}}$, where σ~R~S/σ is the fractional error of the estimate of σ, the true value of the standard deviation \[[@pone.0229873.ref024]\]. The error of the SD is 32% when R = 6 and 16% when R = 20.

The evaluation of the performance of the AEE's obtained using various regression algorithms needs to be based on specific considerations. First, because SD's can only take positive values, and a key goal of developing AEE's is to have a tool for the estimation of assay precision all the way down to zero concentration, the primary aspect of judging the applicability of a regression algorithm is whether negative constant coefficients (intercepts) occur or not. Our results demonstrate that, regardless of the order of the fitted polynomial, the size of the sample set or the number of spiking levels, unweighted least squares regression yields negative intercepts in many sample sets and is, therefore, not suitable when LC-MS/MS is employed. Second, the characterization of the goodness of fit employing correlation coefficients is not helpful for this task as the relationship between concentrations and experimentally determined SD's is unlikely to be very strong, correlation coefficients are subject to the presence of even a single outlier SD, and provide no information on the potential bias of the regression. We therefore propose the use of the sum of squared residuals normalized to the predicted value (NSSR), an unbiased indicator for comparing the goodness-of-fit of the AEE's obtained using various types of regression or in various experiments.

The NSSR value is not the only indicator of the performance of the applied regression algorithms. The key advantage of applying algorithms (d)-(f) becomes apparent by comparing the estimates of SD obtained at low and at high concentration levels. The percentage errors of the estimates of SD obtained at low levels using unweighted least squares regression \[algorithms (a)-(c)\] were unacceptably large ([Fig 5](#pone.0229873.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, algorithms (d)-(f) yielded SD estimates on the same scale throughout the entire concentration range, down to zero concentration. Since making acceptable estimates at low concentrations (i.e. those outside the validated concentration range) and at the blank are of exceptional importance for avoiding the loss of pharmacokinetic information, the consideration of algorithms (d)-(f) is recommended ([S4](#pone.0229873.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S7](#pone.0229873.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables).

The selection of the various regression equations was based on earlier work of Jelliffe and Tahani who demonstrated that precision profiles obtained on clinical analyzers could often be characterized by unweighted second degree polynomials \[[@pone.0229873.ref011]\]. As shown above, the LC-MS/MS method described herein was characterized by linear precision profiles. Based on theoretical considerations and empirical findings, Gu et al proposed that SD is directly proportional to the analyte concentration in all bioanalytical assays performed using LC-MS/MS, and 1/concentration^2^ is the correct weight for calibration when LC-MS/MS is used \[[@pone.0229873.ref008]\]. Although the reasoning Gu et al provide is short of comprehensive theoretical evidence, 1/x^2^ weighting of quantitative relationships has been proposed in several publications on bioanalytical methodology, rendering reasonable the hypothesis that it can also be used for establishing precision profiles. Our results confirm that 1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares regression consistently provides better estimates of the SD than unweighted linear or nonlinear least squares regression algorithms do. The disadvantage of this approach, in addition to the lack of comprehensive theoretical evidence to substantiate its use for developing AEE's, is its sensitivity to outliers in the precision profile which can be overcome by assessing an adequate number of samples and spiking levels.

Theil's regression \[algorithm (e)\] is a very robust, nonparametric median-based, unbiased linear regression approach without any statistical assumptions and easy to calculate using computer software. When a sufficient amount of data pairs is available, Theil's regression gives rise to the true quantitative relationship between the drug concentration and the SD as long as this relationship is linear. Its application afforded acceptable estimates of SD's throughout the assayed concentration ranges, was theoretically sound, and allowed the tolerance of the outliers encountered (which does not mean that it makes good estimates for outliers). While Theil's regression method is relatively insensitive to the presence of outlier SD's in the precision profile, it eventually becomes biased when ≥29.4% of the data points are outliers. This limitation is overcome by the use of the Siegel estimator which is maximally robust \[[@pone.0229873.ref019],[@pone.0229873.ref020],[@pone.0229873.ref022]\]. Earlier, the utility of Theil's regression has been demonstrated for a variety of bioanalytical tasks \[[@pone.0229873.ref025],[@pone.0229873.ref026]\]. In our experiments, Theil's regression was found to yield superior estimates of assay precision all the way down to zero concentration ([Fig 5](#pone.0229873.g005){ref-type="fig"}), with positive intercepts for almost all combinations of specimens when precision profiles established using "large" sample sets were evaluated ([Table 4B](#pone.0229873.t004){ref-type="table"}). We therefore recommend using Theil's regression with the Siegel estimator as the first choice for establishing AEE's of TDM assays when the relationship between drug concentrations and SD's is linear, while 1/x^2^-weighted linear least-squares can be an efficient, though not universal, alternative.

Our results confirm experimentally that the precise estimation of the coefficients of the AEE's requires the use of large serum sample sets, while the differences observed in the ranges of the linear coefficients obtained with "small" and "large" sample sets in this study can be well explained by the findings of Ahn and Fessler \[[@pone.0229873.ref024]\]. Our results also demonstrate that the quantitative relationship depends on the number of the spiking levels used. The evaluation of accuracy and precision results obtained in 5 or 6 independent samples at 4 spiking levels, as proposed by the widely employed bioanalytical method validation guidelines, is clearly suboptimal in this respect \[[@pone.0229873.ref018],[@pone.0229873.ref027]\].

In experiments 1 and 2, where a substantial proportion of the sample sets consisted of hemolytic, hyperbilirubinemic and lipemic serum specimens, the median linear coefficients obtained were consistently higher than those obtained in experiment 3 where"normal" serum was used. While these results do not imply that serum specimens containing these interferences should be rejected, the impact of the above interferences on the analysis is apparent, even when prepared samples are diluted substantially before analysis. It is therefore crucial to consider the inclusion of an adequate number of specimens with these interferences in serum sample sets employed for developing AEE's to avoid obtaining falsely low estimates of SD's.

The custom of not reporting the correct mathematical credibility of each measurement causes clinical and bioanalytical laboratories to censor many clinically important "below-LLOQ" results. The general recommendation that establishing concentration-dependent estimates of SD allows the laboratory to correctly report analytical results lower than the LLOQ for PK modeling, made by Jelliffe et al earlier, is confirmed by our experiments. The reported concentration range can be extended all the way down to zero concentration with acceptable accuracy and precision for pharmacokinetic modeling when the employed bioanalytical method relies on the use of LC-MS/MS \[[@pone.0229873.ref015]\].

The approach presented here can be incorporated flawlessly into the workflow of bioanalytical method validation according to the guidelines of the European Medicines Agency or the US Food and Drug Administration \[[@pone.0229873.ref018],[@pone.0229873.ref027]\]. In terms of controlling precision, current guidelines focus only on the prevention of the coefficient of variation (CV%) becoming "unacceptably" great at the low end of the assay range by applying the arbitrary concept of LLOQ. Employing such arbitrary limits of "acceptability" during the evaluation of method accuracy and precision is a debatable concept in general, and is clearly not useful for incorporating analytical results correctly in pharmacokinetic models and practical patient care \[[@pone.0229873.ref028]--[@pone.0229873.ref030]\]. Moreover, current tools proposed by the guidelines for monitoring the performance of bioanalytical methods, such as running internal quality controls, incurred sample reanalysis, and participation in external quality assessment schemes, focus only on accuracy but not on precision.

One may argue that the development of an assay error equation leads to the ignorance of the between-run performance of the analytical method. Between-run experimens are usually conducted by assaying the same specimen spiked to various levels in 3--6 batches, often on separate days. These specimens are usually not retained after method validation has been completed, instead, during routine clinical use, it is the internal controls measured in each batch which provide similar information, monitored using process control charts. Therefore it has been proposed that, in view of the diversity of random events contributing to the assay error, the information provided by between-run experiments should be incorporated into the precision profile established for developing the assay error equation \[[@pone.0229873.ref015]\]. The methodology we describe in the present work does not imply that validation assays should not be peformed on separate days. Our results in fact demonstrate that performing multiple independent experiments using different serum specimens each time increases the credibility of the AEE's. Nevertheless, the integrated evaluation of the validation measurements renders the separation of within-run and between-run validation tests unnecessary, while providing quantitative data on precision across the assayed concentration range, considerably exceeding the quality of the information delivered by within-run and between-run validation tests performed as recommended by \[[@pone.0229873.ref018]\] and \[[@pone.0229873.ref027]\].

The experimental setup described here can be extended to studying the impact of further pre-analytical factors, such as storage conditions. At the same time, the laboratory is free to incorporate further data into the developed AEE's, as well as to develop new ones for comparisons, whenever it is desirable to check the assay for drift or other departure from previous behavior.

Conclusions {#sec021}
===========

Software-guided adaptive control of drug therapy for the maximally precise achievement of clinically selected targets can now be carried out for each individual patient. Consequently, integrating correct knowledge about the performance of the analytical method offers important opportunities for improvement for clinical laboratories. An essential element of this process is the correct estimation of analytical precision and weighting of each measured concentration to obtain proper drug dosage adjustments.

The proposed paradigm of evaluating clinical and bioanalytical drug assays for this purpose consists of the following.

1.  Reporting the measurement along with its estimated SD so the result can be incorporated into population pharmacokinetic models to obtain correct parameter estimates without which maximally precise initial dosage regimens cannot be developed, and into the subsequent individual models used for maximally precise dosage adjustment for each individual patient.

2.  Establishing assay error equations specifically for the method employed in multiple experiments by using several spiking levels and by spiking a large number of (preferably, at least 20) independent serum specimens at each level. When the precision profile is linear, as in most LC-MS/MS assays, it can be estimated efficiently using Theil's regression with the Siegel estimator all the way down to zero concentration, eliminating the LLOQ and any need to censor low results. Full knowledge about the results obtained over the entire assay range is now available to laboratory personnel, to clinicians and to pharmacotherapists.
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###### Observed versus predicted standard deviations of fluconazole.

OLS, unweighted linear least squares. WLS, 1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares.
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###### Observed versus predicted standard deviations of lamotrigine.

OLS, unweighted linear least squares. WLS, 1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares.
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###### Observed versus predicted standard deviations of levetiracetam.

OLS, unweighted linear least squares. WLS, 1/x^2^-weighted linear least squares.
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###### Zipped data files employed for performing the combinatorial calculations.
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-Page 14, line 262, â and ĉ are in italic in the text but not in the equations (3) and (4). Please revise and be consistent.

-Page 14, line 267, for consistency with Page 13, line 251, "performed in \[Equation (4)\]." should be changed to "performed in equation (4).".

-Page 22, line 382, "efficient approach to" should be changed by "new methodology for".

-Page 22, line 383, the whole sentence "This is of..." should be revised for its English.

-Page 22, line 385, "accompishing" should be corrected with "accomplishing".

-Page 28, line 531, "wiithout" should be corrected.

-Page 28, line 538, please revise "full transparency" which is not the most appropriate wording here.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.
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Please note that reference made to the pagination is based on the manuscript saved without tracking changes (Karvaly manuscript.docx).

Major concerns:

1\. Numerous inconsistencies in the Materials and methods section are present and need to be reviewed:

a\. In the Chemicals and solutions section, preparation of the IS working solution (page 6, line 113-117) contains more internal standard compounds (9 µg/mL; 0.9 µg/mL forCBZ) than the stock solutions (2 µg/mL; 0.2 µg/mL for CBZ)? Please review and correct.

The respective clarification has been made (lines 122-126).

b\. The last sentence in the Serum specimens section (Page 8, line 142 "Spiking of analytes...") belongs to the Sample preparation sections.

The respective correction has been made (lines 203-205).

c\. Table 1 belongs to the results section, since it is showing the within-run accuracy and precision data. Columns with the "nominal analyte concentration" tested and the "measured mean analyte concentration" should both be reported.

The requested corrections and amendments have been made. Table 1 has been renumbered as Table 3 and is found starting with line 339. Mean measured analyte concentrations are reported. The respective column headings have been updated.

d\. Unit used should be checked throughout the manuscript. For example, "analyte concentration" unit in Table 1 is in µg/mL, while Table S2 is showing ng/mL.

The corrections of the units have been made in the respective supplementary Tables now numbered as S4, S5, S6 and S7.

e\. Details about the concentration range used for spiking and dilution performed should be provided with exact volume of spiked solutions added to the serum specimens.

The requested information is provided in S1 (calibrators) and S2 (spiked independent specimens) Tables of the revised manuscript. Reference to these Supplementary tables are made in lines 199-200.

f\. "The calculations were performed using computer scripts described in section 2.6". Page 9,line 174-175. Where is the section 2.6 mentioned?

The manuscript does not have a section 2.6. Computer scripts are provided in S3 file. The respective correction has been made in the manuscript (line 190).

g\. In Table 2 (Page 11), please provide retention time obtained for each analyte evaluated.

Table 2 has been renumbered as Table 1. The respective amendment has been made (starting with line 235).

h\. No detail is provided in the manuscript about the standard curve used for this work, except for Figure 3 showing representative calibration plots for each analyte. Details about the standard curve preparation and range used should be provided in the Materials and methods section, same for the single point calibration used for lower concentrations.

S1 Table of the revised manuscript provides the requested information on the preparation of and the concentration ranges covered by the calibrators employed. S1 Table has been added, with S1 Table of the original manuscript renumbered as S3 Table. Clarification on single-point calibration has also been made (lines 220-221).

i\. Further details in the preparation of the sample carry-over and matrix factors should be provided. What is the concentration of the analyte in the sample carry-over? Only a weight is reported, but no volume. Preparation of the matrix factor samples is unclear and needs to be revised, particularly on how the analytes were added to the protein precipitated sample. Acetonitrile is mentioned as the solvent used for the protein precipitation, although this solvent was notmentioned in the Sample preparation section (Page 10, line 184). Please provide details accordingly.

The respective corrections have been made. Details on the preparation of the sample carry-over solution are provided in Materials and methods, Chemicals and solutions, lines 127-129. Details on the preparation of solutions employed in the matrix factor study are given in the same section, lines 130-135. The concentration of analytes in the carry-over solution is displayed in Materials and methods, Method validation, lines 253-256. Preparation of the matrix factor samples is described in the same section, lines 257-267. The description of the preparation of the IS has been amended to include the name of the solvent (acetonitrile) in line 126.

The revision of the paper revealed that the original manuscript contained certain typos and minor mistakes. E.g. the weight of injected analytes was given as 40 pg instead of 400 pg. In the carry-over experiments internal standard carry-over was not tested. In addition, the preparation of the samples for the matrix factor study was revised and updated for performing the experiments requested by the Reviewer (see point j.).

j\. Matrix factor was done using 6 blank serum specimens, but the effect of hyperbilirubinemic, hemolytic and lipemic serum specimens was not assessed. Since these specimens were used in experiments 1 and 2, they should be evaluated for matrix effect too.

The requested experiments were performed. S3 Table (renumbered from S1) contains the updated results. The conclusions of the experiments are described in lines 345-348.

2\. The data from 3-independent experiments 1, 2 and 3 are combined to assess precision of the assay, however no between-run assays (or inter-day assays) was performed. The inter-day variation evaluation is mentioned in the Introduction section by the authors (Page 5, line 88-89), but was not performed in this work. This seems to be an important assessment of the analytical assay when combining independent measurements and should be addressed by the authors.

We propose that within-run and between-run assays should be integrated into establishing precision profiles. We have added a paragraph detailing this paradigm in Discussion, lines 576-592.

3\. Figure 3 is showing the wrong chromatograms for the lamotrigine analyte (see mass transition on the left corner of the graph), please correctanalyte and internal standard chromatograms.

The respective corrections have been made and a new version of Figure 3 (Figure 3-revised.tif) has been uploaded.

4\. As mentioned in page 12, line 226 method validation referred to the "performance of the calibration curves", although in the Results section under the Method validation paragraph, data in Table 1 is referred. The data in Table 1 corresponds to the 3-independent experiments evaluated, it is unclear if these data corresponds to the calibration curves or not, particularly when the representative calibration curves shown in Figure 3 don't match the concentration evaluated. This should be clarified.

The requested clarifications have been made. Table 2 in the revised manuscript contains detailed information on the performance of the calibration curves (starting with line 333). The results of the accuracy and precision studies obtained in spiked independent matrices are described more clearly in a separate paragraph (lines 335-337).

All of the accuracy and precision results have been revised. Correspondingly, minor corrections have been made to the presented numbers.

Minor concerns:

-Page 4, line 64 (Introduction): "Mounting evidence suggests" should be changed to "Increasing evidences suggest".

The respective correction has been made (line 71).

-Page 7, line 130 (Materials and Methods): "5366 g" should be changed to "5,366 x g".

The respective correction has been made (line 149).

-Page 8, Table 1 (Materials and Methods): "number of experiment" should be changed to "experimentnumber".

The respective correction has been made (see Table 3).

-Page 10, line 194 (Materials and Methods): "Analysis" should be changed to "Analytical method".

The respective correction has been made (line 216).

-Number reported for the concentrations are inconsistent (e.g. 0.203 vs 0.012). Use of significant number of 3, for example, can be applied throughout the manuscript and provide consistent reporting.

The numerical data have been modified as requested by the Reviewer. We have also revised the numerical data included in Table 3 and have corrected minor inaccuracies.

-Page 14, line 262, â and ĉ are in italic in the text but not in the equations (3) and (4). Please revise and be consistent.

The respective correction has been made (lines 288 and 289).

-Page 14, line 267, for consistency with Page 13, line 251, "performed in \[Equation (4)\]." should be changed to "performed in equation (4)." .

The respective correction has been made (line 295).

-Page 22, line 382, "efficient approach to" should be changed by "new methodology for".

The respective correction has been made (line 450).

-Page 22, line 383, the whole sentence "This is of..." should be revised for its English.

The respective correction has been made (lines 451-454).

-Page 22, line 385, "accompishing" should be corrected with"accomplishing".

The respective correction has been made (line 453).

-Page 28, line 531, "wiithout" should be corrected.

The respective correction has been made (line 611).

-Page 28, line 538, please revise "full transparency" which is not the most appropriate wording here.

The respective correction has been made (lines 619).
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We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been judged scientifically suitable for publication and will be formally accepted for publication once it complies with all outstanding technical requirements.

Within one week, you will receive an e-mail containing information on the amendments required prior to publication. When all required modifications have been addressed, you will receive a formal acceptance letter and your manuscript will proceed to our production department and be scheduled for publication.
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